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MEIAORABLE MUSleAL DRAMA 
~'Out of a memorable novel has comE., c: memor
able musical drama ••• In' the past Mr. Weill 
hall given the theatre some fine scores. But at 
this moment, which is forty minutes after the 
final curtain, it is difficult to romember anything 
out cl4Us portfolio as eloquent as this richly 
orchestrated singing music, •• the music is deep, 
dramatic and beautiful ••• a drama that is illu
minating and memorable." -ATKINSON, TIMES 

A MAGleAL MUSleAL 
"After having swallowed the lump in my throat 
and shaken the last tingle out of my spine, and 
composed myself for careful statement. I'd call 
'Lost in the Stars' a work of art ••• a magical 

. musical. George Jenkins has created settings 
which are arrestingly beautiful and enormously 
flexible, .. I'll be telling you more when there is 
more time and space." -CHAPMAN, t1EWS 

ALL-STAR TRIUMPH . 
"A soaring musical tragedy has opened at the 
Music Box. 'Lost in the Stars' has excitement, 
flavor, heart and a stem authority, Maxwell 
Anderson has adapted Alan Paton's fine novel. 
'Cry; the Beloved Country', with immense skill 
and fidelity. Kurt Weill has composed a beauti
fully integrated score, which makes dynamic 
use of both solo .and ensemble numbers, while 
Rouben Mamoulian has staged the offering 
superbly. Since Todd Duncan. Leslie Banks and . 
their colleagues give ev:ery inflection to a work . 
of true dimensions, there is virtually nothing 
wanting in 'Lost in the Stars'. It is a harr'owing 
theatrical experience, but one of deep satisfac
tion. ~t does great honor to the season. An all
star triumph." -BARNES, HERALD TRIBUNE 

"Rerves for a superb score, for a Kurt Weill tune 
titled 'Lost in the Stars' and for another titled 
'A Bird of Passage'. I am sure it is a show to be 
seen again and again." 

-H011MAN, HOL~YWOOD IIEPORTEII. 

A COLORFUL AND' 
SOARING IMU5l'CIlL SHOW 
"Maxwell Anderson. and Kurt Weill, 
aided by the brilliant direction of 
Rouben Mam6ulian, have given the 
New York stage a beautiful and fre
quently enthralling musical tragedy in 
'Lost in the Stars'. The Playwrights' 
Company distinguishes itself with its 
first production of the season .•• a color
ful and soaring musical show. Let's be 
grateful for it." . -MOREHOUSE, SUN 

"It is c:i musical play to see and hear anei 
see and hear again." 

-GARLAND, JOURNAL AMERICAN 

"There is a rather large consignment of 
ma9nificence' in 'Lost in the Stars'. Mr. 
Weill's songs are lovely." 

-POLLOCIC", COMPASS 
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